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meaningless, because it is dealing with factors which are outside the experience of
a

man, beyond his ability Win any way to handle or control a proof. It is/meaningless
and the question and

thing. thds pureyone of philosophical speculations, 4ot in any sense, one of
.

ultimate"questions of the
work

universe, we ha, certain things revealed-to uslñ-GdU's w.M, -and-we banbe sure

that the science can never discover anything, in w±ixx fact which cozitraEiicts a

statement of the:; Scripture. We can stand upp.n the stätemejrt S

knowing that they give us a comparatively little information:;in these areas .

When it comes to philosophical interpretation/ to understanding of the meaning of

the purposes of the existence of the its origins or its ultimate end we ]eax2n a g great

deal from the Scriptural, statement, and weddxiththad beyond that. anything. whic h

we say is subject to constant reevaluation, because so often human thoughts cY
examination

can prove nothing. It is only observation and careful scientific±kthgtioxor else

careful study of God's word that will prove anything/in this sphere. Scientific

study can only deal with those ,c facts which can be reached by us. Study of
chosen to

revelation can only deal those facts which God haskevealx in His Word.

A great sicentist o once tx said that he was like a child walking along

the shore, picking up a few shells here and there;,, With all thecx the tremendous
in recent years/ in

advances in science,d(ve are still/exactly the same situation. Knowledge is

infinite. Only the infinite God xx knows it all. We are picking up a little here

and there/. We are making tremendous strides, but compared with the infinite

potential knowledge they are tiny indeed. Genesis reveals a few facts to us of

tremendous importance about cosmology, of tremendous interest to our lives and
this

activities. It reveals a few facts in thocarea that are helpful to us as see the

science approach in understanding of them we say , Isn't this wonderful that

it was revealed to Moses, that God revealed to Moses that there would be light
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